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MANAGING DIRECTOR'S MESSAGE

"We are a family run company who have been guided by a strong set of values that drives our
commitment to meeting customers' needs.
Grono Lawns opened their doors in 2009 and since then has become a leader in the
landscaping industry.
Through the hard work and dedication of our efficient teams , who deliver an expert service
which offers peace of mind to ensure that not only do we supply competitive products we also
offer full support to the landscaper from purchase to install.
We are committed to supplying the highest quality products that will give you the competitive
edge in the market."

James Benjamin
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PREMIER

Description
Our Premier range consists of eco-friendly composite
decking boards that are made out of wood from
sustainably managed sources combined with 100%
recycled plastic - which means they are extremely
hard wearing and very gentle on the environment.
Available in a range of 5 contemporary colours
Mocha, Brown, Coffee, Silver and Charcoal.
Characteristics
25 x 136 x 3660mm
Waterproof
25 year warranty
UV resistance
Low maintenance
Corrosion resistance
Eco-friendly using recycled plastic and timber
Accessories
Gronodec Premier Nose Board
Gronodec Premier End Cap
Gronodec Angle Trim
Centre clips & Screws
Starter clips & Screws
Endcaps
30mm LED Decking Lights
Composite Joists 30 x 50 x 3000mm
Alu/Glass Balustrade System 1000mm
Warranty
Gronodec Premier is weatherproof and comes with
the added benefit of a 25 year product warranty.
Please see website for more details.
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GRONODUAL

Description
The Gronodual is a co-extruded and dual sided
decking board offering two finish options per decking
board. The colour choices fit into most environments
and the hard-wearing construction with a nested core
helps the composite decking to retain its colour. It is
easy to clean and comes with a Life Time Warranty.
Available in 2 colour dual colour boards offering a 4
colour range. Charcoal + Light Grey & Brown +
Coffee.

+

Light Grey

+

Characteristics
23 x 136 x 3660mm
3-4 times improved resistance to scratches
and marks vs traditional WPC
Extremely durable with almost 0% water
absorption
Improved UV stability with minimal fading
once installed
Low maintenance
Corrosion resistance
Eco-friendly using recycled plastic and timber
Accessories
Gronodual Nose Board
Gronodual Fascia Board
Gronodec Angle Trim
Centre clips & Screws
Starter clips & Screws
30mm LED Decking Lights
Composite Joists 30 x 50 x 3000mm
Alu/Glass Balustrade System 1000mm
Warranty
We have extended our market leading life time
warranty on the dual board range.
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GRONOMAX

Description
In 2021 we launched our GronoMAX decking board
taking our product range to a new level. Developing a
73% wider board (vs our Gronodec Premier) with a
unique market leading finish will give larger decking
projects that next level look!
Measuring in at 235mm wide our GronoMAX dares to
be different with a unique Burnt Shipwreck look but
keeping well in line with current trends.
Characteristics
25 x 235 x 3660mm
Waterproof
UV resistance
Low maintenance
Corrosion resistance
Eco-friendly using recycled plastic and timber
Accessories
GronoMAX Fascia Board
Gronodec Angle Trim
Centre clips & Screws
Starter clips & Screws
30mm LED Decking Lights
Composite Joists 30 x 50 x 3000mm
Alu/Glass Balustrade System 1000mm
Warranty
The GronoMAX is weatherproof and comes with the
added benefit of a 25 year product warranty.
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GRONODEC ACCESSORIES

Our Grono accessories have been specifically designed to accompany our
product ranges and will help you finish the job to the highest standards.

Decking Lights
10 x 30mm LED deck lights P44 for indoor
and outdoor use. Stainless steel finish
Daylight white 65000k LED light fittings
each with 1m of cable
Includes 240V plug, transformer with 5m
extension lead and instructions
Projection: 1mm diameter: 30mm cut
hole : 22mm

Alu/Glass Balustrade
Our system comes with 10mm clear
toughened glass as standard along with a
42.2mm diameter handrail in satin or mirror
finish 304 or 316 grade stainless steel. It is
available in 42.4mm diameter or 48.3mm
diameter posts with matching top rail.
It can be used for a variety of installations
including decking areas, swimming pool
surroundings or balconies and terrace's.
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GRONODEC ACCESSORIES

Continued.
Grono edging/L trim
This has been designed to give and
visible edges of your decking,
fencing and cladding a neat flawless
appearance.

50 x 50 x 3660mm
Available in Charcoal, Brown,
Mocha Coffee and Silver
Grono Composite Joists
30 x 50 x 3000mm
Available in Charcoal

Decking Pedestals
Easy to set and maintain the desired height
Precise adjustment from 80-140mm
Resistance to crushing tests exceed 1 tonne
Fix by inserting a screw on the side
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GRONODEC ACCESSORIES

Continued.
Gronodec Premier End Caps
Available in Charcoal, Brown,
Mocha Coffee and Silver

Gronodec Starter Clips and Screws x 50
Our starter clips have been specifically designed for the
installation of our Gronodec range of composite
decking.
They are tough and long-lasting. They are essential for
neatly starting and completing your Gronodec
installation. 5 starter clips per board.

Gronodec Centre Clips and Screws x 100
Our starter clips have been specifically designed for the
installation of our Gronodec range of composite
decking.
They are tough and long-lasting. They are essential for
neatly starting the and completing your Gronodec
installation. 12 centre clips & screws per board.
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GRONOFENCE

Description
Gronfence is the most realistic and durable
range of eco friendly composite fencing
products available on the market today. Easy
to install and requiring minimal maintenance it
is perfect for both residential and commercial
projects. Gronofence is made out of wood from
sustainably managed sources combined with
100% recycled plastic which means it is
extremely hard wearing and gentle on the
environment. Available in Charcoal, Grey and
Brown.
Characteristics
200mm x 1830m
9 boards for a 1.8m bay
Waterproof
Low maintenance
Rot resistant
Splinter free
Accessories
Posts Length 2400mm, Width 100mm
x100mm
Railing Sets (2 rails per set)
Post Cap
Warranty
Gronofence is weatherproof and comes with
the added benefit of a 25 year product
warranty.
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GRONOCLAD

Description
Gronoclad cladding can be used to transform any
outdoor space and can be installed both vertically
and horizontally.
Gronoclad is ideally suited to smartening up both
residential and commercial properties. Gronoclad is a
perfect and eco-friendly solution for design and
architectural projects as well as creating a stand out
feature wall.
Characteristics
145 x 3660mm (125mm when fitted)
Waterproof
UV resistance
Low maintenance
Corrosion resistance
Eco-friendly
Accessories
Grono Edging / L Trim
Warranty
Gronoclad is weatherproof and comes with the added
benefit of a 25 year product warranty.
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GRONOGRASS

Description
The Premier range of artificial grass creates a lush,
realistic lawn that will maintain its colour and
vibrancy all year round with very little maintenance
required. This safe, durable and long-lasting product
will maintain its bright, freshly-cut appearance all
year round.
You can conveniently order any product from our
gronograss range in a wide variety of sizes to suit any
type of installation. Don't forget to order our
accessories such as our joining tape and bonding
glue to create your seamless joins.
Characteristics
Available in 4m x 25m rolls or at your desired
length with our cutting service.
Easy to install
Hard- wearing
Pet friendly
Child Friendly
Weatherproof
Flame Retardent
Warranty
Gronograss is weatherproof and comes with the
added benefit of a 10 year product warranty.
Please see our install video.
https://youtu.be/91QN405frQE
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GRONOGRASS

Gronograss Premier 30mm

Gronograss Premier Plus 30mm

The Premier 30mm offers the shortest pile length in our
Premier range at 30mm. Perfectly suitable for areas in
frequent use, it's a resilient, hard-wearing grass that
recovers quickly and easily after heavy use.

Premier Plus 30mm has a pile height of 30mm, it’s a dense,
luxuriant grass that comes in a darker shade than the
Premier range. This grass is soft, thick and creates a rich,
realistic lawn that rivals the real thing.

Gronograss Premier 40mm

Gronograss Premier Plus 40mm

With a pile height of 40mm, the Premier 40mm is a soft,
luxurious grass that is perfect for creating an eye catching
and beautiful lawn. Despite its silky texture, this grass is
deceptively durable and hard-wearing.

With a pile height of 40mm, the Premier Plus 40mm is
longer and softer, making it feel even more realistic. Like the
Premier Plus 30mm, this grass has a slightly darker shade
than the Premier range.
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GRONOGRASS

Gronograss Premier 35mm

Premier 35mm has a pile height of 35mm and offers great
all-round performance. Suitable for areas that are in
frequent use, it's resilient and hard-wearing.

Gronograss Bond Glue

A durable adhesive to make sure the joins in your new
Gronograss artificial lawn are completely secure. Specially
designed for use on outdoor artificial grass, our bond glue
will help ensure your grass stays in place for up to 20 years,
come rain or shine!
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Gronograss Joining Tape

Our joining tape comes in widths of 20cm and can be
ordered in a length to suit your specific project. Completely
weatherproof, it provides the ideal surface for gluing and
joining any edges.

Gronograss Cleaner 1 Litre

Our own hassle-free cleaner for keeping your grass looking
fantastic all year round - particularly useful if you have pets.
Supplied in 1 litre bottles.
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GRONO LIVING WALL

Deluxe Green Wall
Description
With our Grono Deluxe Green Wall, you can create an
elegant design with that "WOW" factor. Living green
walls are becoming rapidly more popular both in
residential gardens and on the sides of commercial
buildings.
Unfortunately, many real plants will not tolerate the
UK harsh winter. As a result, a bare looking green
wall for half the year and high maintenance bill for a
replacement. A lush tropical foliage will stay fresh all
year round and requires no water or maintenance
and an ideal product for events, or for an internal or
external feature wall.
Characteristics
Available in 100 x 100 cm tiles
Vibrant design with multiple colour contrasts
Easy to install
Can be fixed using waterproof washers and
fixing screws or fixed to timber battens.
Eliminate water and energy use
Low maintenance
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GRONO LIVING WALL

Instant Green Wall
Description
Outdoor artificial instant green wall has all the
beauty and benefits of real plants without ongoing
maintenance after installation. You can install it on
many surfaces and will allow you to install a fantastic
looking solution without increasing water and energy
use.
The beautiful artificial mixed plants combine a
selection of ferns, grass plants, ivy leaf and colourful
foliage. Our combined plant’s plastic hedge panels
are perfect for bright green wall art and vertical
feature designs. The 100x100cm tiles are very easy to
install and will transform dull, bleak spaces into
vibrant features.
Characteristics
Available in 100 x 100 cm tiles.
Easy to install
An excellent solution for larger projects
Perfect for screening or covering unattractive
features
Eliminate water and energy use
Low maintenance
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FURTHER INFORMATION

Visit our website

Watch our Gronograss install video
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NOTES
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0161 877 0929
sales@grono.co.uk
www.grono.co.uk
Unit 5, Guiness Road Trading Estate, Trafford Park, Stretford, Manchester M17 1SB

